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Abstract
In Marcel Proust’s À la recherche du temps perdu (1913-1927), musical performance, particularly of the composer Vinteuil’s works, is an important means through which the protagonist appreciates the fleeting nature of time and the mutability of the personalities, relationships, and sexualities of characters such as Mlle Vinteuil, Charlus, Morel, and Albertine. Here, the piano and pianola and their use to communicate love and desire, and truths concerning aesthetic interpretation, are explored in close readings of several scenes of private music-making, including Charlus’s piano and Albertine’s pianola performances. This paper explores the ways in which such performances convey information about sexuality which will ultimately prove germane to the conception and realisation of the protagonist’s creative literary vocation. 
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The seven volumes of À la recherche du temps perdu (1913-1927) contain many descriptions of musical performances taking place in both public and private settings, and a wealth of critical writing discusses episodes such as Swann’s response to hearing pieces by the composer Vinteuil played at the homes of the Verdurins and the duchesse de Guermantes, and fragments of Vinteuil picked out by Odette; Mme Verdurin’s exaggerated sensitivity to music; the young protagonist’s drunken enjoyment of live music at Balbec; and his reaction to hearing Vinteuil’s septet performed at the Verdurins.​[1]​ Such scenes serve to establish links across time and space between the protagonist’s present self and a previous one, often with distressing emotional consequences. As Malcolm Bowie has noted, Proust often exploits art ‘for other than artistic ends’ (Bowie, 1998: 73): Charles Morel uses his skill as a violinist as a tool to help his rise in society from relatively humble origins, to cite just one example. 
	This paper is concerned with the representation of some of the more private and sexually significant of these performances: the piano is a means for Morel’s would-be lover, the baron de Charlus, to achieve simultaneous intimacy and semi-public display with Morel, when he accompanies him in a sonata; in another episode, Albertine plays the pianola at home to placate and entertain her alternately indifferent and jealous lover. Through these two episodes, Proust establishes an early and recurrent link between musical performance and the mise-en-scène of sexuality. Musicians and listeners share culturally-determined semiotic codes which shape their responses to music and to musical performance, and these codes shift and modify over time, as Susan McClary notes in Feminine Endings: Music, Gender, and Sexuality, where she shows how Western music can function as a cultural resource for organising bodies and emotions, and for arousing and channelling desire (McClary, 1991: 53). 
For the baron de Charlus and Charles Morel, the interplay between the two spheres of musical and sexual performance is productive. The baron de Charlus’s creativity is displayed through his relationship with Morel, a fact which points up the harmony of certain traits in the two men’s personalities. The most significant of these latent characteristics, in the context of the protagonist’s creative vocation, is the baron’s talent as a musician, which the protagonist discovers when Charlus accompanies Morel on the piano:
À l’étonnement général, M. de Charlus, qui ne parlait jamais des grands dons qu’il avait, accompagna, avec le style le plus pur, le dernier morceau (inquiet, tourmenté, schumannesque, mais enfin antérieur à la sonate de Franck) de la sonate pour piano et violon de Fauré. Je sentis qu’il donnerait à Morel, merveilleusement doué pour le son et la virtuosité, précisément ce qui lui manquait, la culture et le style. (Proust, III: 343)
The protagonist attributes the baron’s artistic gifts directly to his sexuality, that is, to what he terms the disequilibrium of his nervous system, which leads him to find men sexually attractive and makes him a ‘pianiste délicieux, un peintre amateur qui n’était pas sans goût, un éloquent discoureur’ (Proust, III: 344). In fact, Emily Eels notes Proust’s tendency to treat homosexuality less as a biological category, and more as an artistic genre (Eels, 2002: 2). The plurality of the baron’s creative abilities implies his dilettantism – like Charles Swann, also a model for the protagonist as would-be creative artist, he dabbles in the arts without devoting himself absolutely to any. However, it is important to note that the baron’s musical talent is the only one of these communicational abilities to be underlined in the novel  —  in the scene just mentioned  —  and the force of his ‘style rapide, anxieux, charmant’ (Proust, III: 344) as he performs makes the protagonist aware of the immense subversive and creative power of sexual desire.
This episode occurs early in the men’s relationship, when hope and desire dictate the baron’s actions and behaviour towards Morel and thus towards others who may facilitate (and later impede) their relationship: hence Charlus’s presence, like Swann before him, among the artistically discriminating Verdurin set in this episode. The Verdurin clan is a social environment which was utterly foreign to him and, prior to falling in love with Morel, beneath his dignity. Love and longing cause him to overlook his social prejudices in pursuit of the conventionally masculine Morel, and so he deigns to join their gatherings. 
The fact that Morel’s looks, bearing, and speech are conventionally manly is part of his allure for Charlus. There is nothing of the effete sensitive artist about him, despite his brilliance as a violinist. It is Charlus himself who inadvertently displays effeminate characteristics in his looks and movements when in Morel’s company (Proust: III, 299). Christopher Robinson, in Scandal in the Ink, notes with regard to the baron’s cult of male virility that:
The only positive element in this situation is the acknowledgement that where some kind of communication is genuinely established, the result is an exceptionally special relationship: Proust talks about ‘fécondation morale’, spiritual impregnation, and emphasises the value of one individual passing to another ‘his music, his passion or his perfume’. Here, then, is the value of Morel as artist, and of the relationship between Morel as violinist and Charlus as his accompanist. (Robinson, 1995: 48)
Robinson identifies Morel’s value as an artist in the power which results from true communication between two people: and it seems that the wordless communication offered by musical performance is the best conduit found by Charlus as lover in La Recherche. Although it is a tortured liaison, and ultimately destined to end unhappily — the hints may already be suggested in the Narrator’s description of the Fauré piece as ‘inquiet’ and ‘tourmenté’ — the baron’s often awkward pursuit of Morel leads to moments of fleeting but profound communication between them, such as this one.​[2]​  
	Apart from this brief scene where they are united in musical performance, Charlus and Morel’s relationship is described and referred to in consistently negative terms, and is based much less on joy than on mutual suspicion and uncertainty. However, for the duration of this sonata, Charlus’s desire for Morel makes him an exceptionally sensitive musician. It fuels genuine artistic creativity of the sort valued by other lovers such as Swann and the protagonist, who nevertheless abandon all artistic creativity in their own liaisons and are creative only where jealous lies and imaginings are concerned. Playing the piano here sets Charlus firmly apart as a creative artist, to the astonishment of his listeners. His beloved Morel, the only professional musician in the novel, is inventive only with his embarrassingly implausible excuses  —  such as when he fabricates evening algebra lessons in order to elude Charlus and pursue other amorous goals (Proust, III: 668-69). In this respect, Morel resembles the creatively sterile Swann and the protagonist, whose feeble excuses fail to justify their lack of progress with their Vermeer study and writing ambitions respectively. Their inaction in everything except the jealous pursuit of knowledge about their lovers contrasts with Charlus’s expressive performance at the piano, and with Albertine’s vigorous dexterity with the pianola.
In La Prisonnière, when the protagonist is alone and secure in the knowledge that the absent Albertine is with Françoise and will return to him, his ideas about creativity develop freely as he plays Vinteuil’s sonata on the piano (Proust: III, 664-68), which enables him to ‘descendre en moi-même’ and ‘y découvrir du nouveau’ (Proust: III, 665). This scene shows the lone protagonist ‘profitant de ce que j’étais encore seul’ (Proust, III: 664) and also from his absolute security in Albertine’s imminent return. Her peregrinations with Françoise pose no sexual threat, and therefore do not distract him from his reflections on the music he picks out on the piano (Proust, III: 665). Because he is not jealous, these performances are less creative than meditative. He ends by questioning Vinteuil’s and Wagner’s skill: ‘Serait-ce [cette habileté vulcanienne] qui donnerait chez les grands artistes l’illusion d’une originalité foncière, irréductible, en apparence reflet d’une réalité plus qu’humaine, en fait produit d’un labeur industrieux?’ (Proust: III, 667). The phrase ‘habileté vulcanienne’ represents more than just industrious labour, but also an extreme physicality that might be related to sexuality, as is certainly the case in Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde and Die Meistersinger, operas Proust knew well and admired, in which forbidden love and sexuality are major themes.​[3]​ In showing the experience of listening to music being performed, the Narrator emphasises the labour involved both in producing a work of art and appreciating it. As Jean-Jacques Nattiez notes, the distorting, alienating effect of intellectual consideration of the music ‘calls on the resources of reason; it weaves fragmentary elements together and “flattens them out”, or, in other words, transforms the work into an object’; and in so doing, it enables Marcel to attain a transcendent truth about time (Nattiez, 1989: 36).
This link between hard work and art is germane to my analysis of Albertine’s technical prowess with the pianola, and of the protagonist’s response to it. When present in his room, the sequestered Albertine plays the pianola to divert the protagonist (who typically remains in bed) from his sense of being trapped with her in Paris (Proust: III, 874). Descriptions of her performances repeatedly emphasise the physicality of her playing. A partially mechanized musical instrument, based on the pneumatic system patented by Edwin Votey in 1895, the pianola in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century was a modern development in performance technology, harnessing human expressiveness to yet another machine, in this case one associated with a leisure activity rather than the grind of industrial factory work. The pianola enables people unskilled in the basics of piano-playing to engage creatively with piano music, their role being to control, via hand-operated levers and foot pedals, the tempo, dynamics, and phrasing of notes transcribed onto pianola rolls. The pianola-player is thus much less free to interpret, to improvise, or to express herself through her playing, since she has fewer variables to manipulate than a pianist, but able to impact its performance — essentially, to make the music musical. 
Albertine does this to admirable effect. Through her repeated performances of fragments of different works, including some Vinteuil, the protagonist comes to appreciate the nature of creative genius and the capacity of art to communicate essential truths  —  with each piece he savours as she plays, he finds that there is ‘un morceau de musique de moins dans le monde, mais une vérité de plus’ (Proust, III: 875) —  and the materiality of the score seems to make manifest his insatiable hunger for new music, which Albertine acknowledges: ‘“Voilà un rouleau que nous allons donner à Françoise pour qu’elle nous le fasse changer contre un autre”’ (Proust, III: 875). 
These sessions of pianola music are the final scenes to evoke Vinteuil’s work in the novel, and they draw together Montjouvain, the composer’s home at Combray where the protagonist witnessed female homosexuality for the first time (Proust, I: 157-63), and Albertine’s friendship with Mlle Vinteuil, discovered by the protagonist at the end of Sodome et Gomorrhe (Proust, III: 499) and cause of his then renewed jealous possessiveness, which has now waned again, leaving him able to listen ‘sans souffrance’ to Albertine play Vinteuil (Proust, III: 875). 	As the protagonist observes Albertine at the instrument, the links between her music-making body, the visible musical score on the pianola roll, his memories of her, and their problematic intimacy find an echo in the music:
De même que le volume de cet ange musicien était constitué par les trajets multiples entre les différents points du passé que son souvenir occupait en moi et les différents sièges, depuis la vue jusqu’aux sensations les plus intérieures de mon être, qui m’aidaient à descendre jusque dans l’intimité du sien, la musique qu’elle jouait avait aussi un volume, produit par la visibilité inégale des différentes phrases, selon que j’avais plus ou moins réussi à y mettre de la lumière et à rejoindre les unes aux autres les lignes d’une construction qui m’avait d’abord paru presque tout entière noyée dans le brouillard. (Proust, III: 874)
Listening to Albertine play the unfamiliar music, and seeing it advance on the pianola rolls, gives him the opportunity to trace the architectural structure of the piece: the ‘trajets multiples’ and ‘lignes d’une construction’ anticipate the imagery of ‘transversales’ connecting up the protagonist’s existence across and through time in Le Temps retrouvé (Proust, IV: 606), and also his simile for the pianola as ‘une lanterne magique scentifique (historique et géographique)’ (Proust: III, 883) unifying diverse places and times. 
	However, the imagery of the protagonist’s attempt, doomed to failure, to ‘descendre jusque dans l’intimité’ of Albertine’s being, contrast with his successful descent into the self when, alone, he plays Vinteuil on the piano while Albertine is out (Proust: III, 664-68), and again after the revelations of the final Guermantes matinee when ‘comme un plongeur qui sonde’ (Proust, IV: 458), he recognises the fruitful collaboration of attention and memory in his unconscious mind. Albertine’s bodily agency, limited though it may be as she sits at the pianola, suffices to distract him from his reflections on art and set him instead to endless, fruitless speculations about her secret life.
The description of the protagonist’s habit and way of listening to Albertine playing the pianola evokes images of light dissipating darkness; lines emerging from fog; the immobilisation of fugitive elements of the piece of music. In so doing it exploits elements of photographic practice, specifically the development of latent images in the darkroom:
Elle choisissait des morceaux ou tout nouveaux ou qu’elle ne m’avait encore joués qu’une fois ou deux car, commençant à me connaître, elle savait que je n’aimais proposer à mon attention que ce qui m’était encore obscur, et pouvoir, au cours de ces exécutions successives, rejoindre les unes aux autres, grâce à la lumière croissante, mais hélas! dénaturante et étrangère de mon intelligence, les lignes fragmentaires et interrompues de la construction, d’abord presque ensevelie dans la brume. (Proust, III: 874) 
Such lines echo the novel’s overture and adumbrate the revelations of Le Temps retrouvé.​[4]​ 
The presentation of Albertine as an angelic conduit for the music and thus source of his reflections on musical art implies the benevolence and even the prophetic quality of her role in these scenes, which at the same time are highly charged sexually, with Albertine often kissing the protagonist, sitting on his lap, or moving her body as she plays the pianola.​[5]​ The protagonist’s attitude to the music he likes to listen to resembles closely his attitude to Albertine: both are sources of rapt attention until their mysteries have been teased out. Vinteuil’s music has an added piquancy in this regard (for reasons to which I will return).​[6]​ 
Time is inscribed in his perception and gradual comprehension of the musical work. That Albertine merely plays fragments of Vinteuil’s work, as opposed to entire pieces, seems not to matter — it is the repetition of the experience of listening and deciphering that intrigues him. This primordial role of time in relation to music finds its parallel in the writing that Marcel ultimately undertakes. His pen will produce signs to be read and decoded, a process inscribed in time, and whose result  —  the text  —  will hopefully be reproduced and exist for a long time (maybe even indefinitely), just as Vinteuil’s scores might survive. Hence perhaps the reference to Albertine as ministering angel.​[7]​ 
	References to angels, those disincarnated beings, impervious to time, are threaded throughout the novel, and though often used for comic effects of unlikely juxtaposition, they also serve a particular purpose in relation to the protagonist’s discovery of his vocation, most particularly where music is concerned.​[8]​ Albertine is for many years Marcel’s elusive object of sexual desire; so likening her to an angel could initially be read as another of the droll instances where improbable characters are invested with celestial qualities  —  and also as a nod to Baudelaire, in whose poetry the representation of women is imbued with angelic and devilish connotations, as in ‘Hymne’ and ‘Le Vampire’ respectively (Baudelaire, 1975: 33 and 162).  Like the young cyclist seen earlier in La Prisonnière, ‘une jeune créature mi-humaine, mi-ailée, ange ou péri, poursuivant son voyage’ (Proust, III: 678), Albertine’s purposeful pianola-playing makes her active and resolute in an unfamiliar but compelling way.​[9]​ Marie Miguet affirms that 
Le mot ‘ange’ apparaît à peu près quarante fois dans La Recherche du Temps Perdu; c’est un de ceux dont la fréquence est la plus frappante, et l’emploi le plus varié. Sans doute dans un langage courant, voire plat, ce mot est-il entièrement désacralisé et ne garde-t-il rien, même à titre d’image, de son sens théologique originel. Proust qui sait parfaitement pasticher toutes les formes d’expression, met ce mot dans la bouche de personnages dont il veut souligner la vulgarité permanente ou occasionelle. […] De tels emplois servent de ‘repoussoir’ à toute une série de passages dans la Recherche où Proust réintroduit consciemment le contenu habituel de ce mot, veut évoquer une créature spirituelle, messagère d’une volonté divine, trouvant une provisoire incarnation dans une silhouette ailée, consacrée par l’imagerie traditionnelle. C’est ainsi que souvent, en un jeu précieux, mi-humoristique, mi-poétique, où l’effet de surprise semble avoir été essentiellement recherché, Proust compare à des anges, voire à des archanges, des êtres que rien ne prédisposait à un tel rapprochement […]. (Miguet, 1971: 1165-66) 
Examples of such unexpected comparisons include the angel musician at Doncières (Proust, III: 92) and the butcher boy (Proust, III: 644-45). Thus we find that the reference to Albertine as ‘ange musicien’ carries significant weight. For William C. Carter, she is ‘program director and organist’ (Carter, 1992: 139), ‘projectionist’ (Carter, 1992: 140) and ‘mediator’ (Carter, 1992: 141). 
	Albertine playing Vinteuil serves inadvertently to arouse Marcel’s sexual jealousy, because at the same time as her performance leads him to appreciate aesthetic truths, it evokes images and memories of her former freedom, particularly their first meeting at Balbec, a time when he believes her to have given free rein to currently concealed lesbian tendencies. Hitherto placated by the severe control he can exercise over her life with him in Paris, in contemplating her playing the pianola he is once more reminded of her inherent independence: ‘On n’aime que ce en quoi on poursuit quelque chose d’inaccessible, on n’aime que ce qu’on ne possède pas, et bien vite je me remettais à me rendre compte que je ne possédais pas Albertine’ (Proust, III: 885-86). This realisation leaves the protagonist in a desperate position, as the fleetingness of the pleasure music offers him makes him reflexively appreciate the fleetingness of the woman performing it. 
	Albertine’s performances, designed to please the exigent protagonist, instead renew his love unexpectedly by bringing to his mind witty comparisons between her manipulation of the pianola and of her seaside bicycle, on which he first saw and desired her as the embodiment of some fugitive winged Victory:
Je la regardais. C’était étrange pour moi de penser que c’était elle, elle que j’avais crue si longtemps impossible même à connaître, qui aujourd’hui, bête sauvage domestiquée, rosier à qui j’avais fourni le tuteur, le cadre, l’espalier de sa vie, était ainsi assise, chaque jour, chez elle, près de moi, devant le pianola, adossée à ma bibliothèque. Ses épaules, que j’avais vues baissées et sournoises quand elle rapportait les clubs de golf, s’appuyaient à mes livres. Ses belles jambes, que le premier jour j’avais imaginées avec raison avoir manœuvré pendant toute son adolescence les pédales d’une bicyclette, montaient et descendaient tour à tour sur celles du pianola, où Albertine, devenue d’une élégance qui me la faisait sentir plus à moi, parce que c’était de moi qu’elle lui venait, posait ses souliers en toile d’or. Ses doigts jadis familiers du guidon se posaient maintenant sur les touches comme ceux d’une sainte Cécile […]. (Proust, III: 884)
Here, the ‘ange musicien’ is explicitly elevated to the status of saint, specifically the patron saint of music, and a woman often depicted in Renaissance art playing the organ.​[10]​ This simile incorporating the earthly and the divine suggests Albertine’s position in the protagonist’s household: rooted in his bedroom, cramped between his bookcase and the pianola that she handles much as at Balbec she did her bicycle; physically beautiful and alluring but at the same time untouchable in a higher communicative function as she deftly manipulates the levers of the pianola mechanism. Michael Murphy sees the protagonist as here becoming ‘incapable of distinguishing what is flesh from what is steel or wood’ (Murphy, 2007: 52), in what is for him an ultimately troubling image of Albertine’s subordination to technology; for Murphy, Albertine ‘represents all in modernity that provokes, threatens, tantalizes, and ultimately eludes Marcel’ (Murphy, 2007: 54). 
	However, one may regard Albertine’s involvement with technology in these scenes in a more positive light, and question the extent of her subordination to it. According to Carter, the period of Proust’s lifetime (1871-1922) is defined by three key words: ‘machine, modern, and speed’ (Carter, 1992: 2), and Carter observes that ‘the association of machine, speed, and music occurs throughout the novel’ (Carter, 1992: 145). Albertine is a modern girl, frequently occupied with new technologies and social practices, as Michael Murphy notes in Proust and America, and chief among her amusements are golf, the bicycle, and the pianola (Murphy, 2007: 52-54).​[11]​ The wide-ranging nature of American influence on late nineteenth and early twentieth-century French culture can be seen in domains ranging ‘from dentistry to celluloid, dry-cleaning to the revolving door, the Mormons to running water, Buffalo Bill to the pianola, the Boston Dip to publicity’ (Murphy, 2007: 34). Like the pianola, the bicycle was an invention of the late nineteenth century; its importance in the emancipation of women was considerable, as it ‘affirmed nothing less than the dignity and equality of women’ (Herlihy, 2004: 266). The first bicycle appeared in Paris in the 1860s, and by the 1890s had been enthusiastically adopted by people of fashion, particularly upper-class women, and endorsed as a healthy pursuit by the medical establishment, in the face of some resistance from social guardians (Herlihy, 2004: 268). Such resistance was largely framed in terms of the unbridled sexuality and fugue the bicycle permitted, ideas relevant to Albertine, who, for the protagonist, was initially the girl ‘que j’avais tant de peine à rattraper filant sur sa bicyclette’ (Proust, III: 576), and whose initial elusiveness and sexual allure are repeatedly underlined through her enthusiasm for the sport. The reference to ‘sainte Cécile’ echoes ‘Impressions de route en automobile’, Proust’s article published in Le Figaro in 1907, in which ‘mon mécanicien, l’ingénieux Agostinelli’ appears as a ‘nonne de la vitesse’ manipulating the car levers and steering wheel, as Albertine has her ‘guidon’, and thereby facilitating Proust’s astonished reflections on speed and perception.​[12]​ 
	It is ironic of course that her bicycle affords Albertine genuine liberty, while the pianola provides a mere simulacrum of freedom: the newly elegant Albertine cannot play the piano, and is reduced here to a Pygmalion figure energetically wielding the machine’s levers and pumps. Nevertheless, her mechanical labour is informed by her aesthetic interpretation of the pianola-roll scores, and one can speculate that this is the only true freedom permitted her by the bed-bound, sickly, listening protagonist. Certainly, her beauty and sensuality are underlined in the protagonist’s tactile description of her engagement with this new, sexualised American technology (Proust: III, 884-85), and her presence in his bedroom, the site of their love-making, points up her disregard for social conventions pertaining to her body, and her sexual attractiveness as she makes music for him. 
	Thus at a time when he has grown complacent about his possession of Albertine, her athletic, sexually stimulating operation of the pianola (the protagonist’s gaze is ‘brûlant de désir’ (Proust: III, 884)) brings other worlds into the safe confines of his bedroom in both visual and auditory form, and the music’s transient beauty points up her ineluctable elusiveness, which for Marcel takes the form of her imagined omnisexual (‘ange ou péri’) voracity.​[13]​ Just as her bicycle freed her to devour space at Balbec, in pursuit of who knows what secret pleasures, so the pianola gives her (and the protagonist) the means to explore the time and space of different musical worlds, born of their composers’ genius and hard graft, and of her devotion to reading and interpreting the music through her physical exertions with the pianola pedals and levers. Through their sheer physicality, Albertine’s performances of fragments of musical compositions create a link between the fixed temporality and reassuring longevity (if not permanence) of the music scores printed on the pianola rolls, and what Bowie calls ‘the ordinary panic and disarray that are proper to desire-time’ (Bowie, 1998: 38), reawakening the protagonist’s love in the process. Through her sexual-technological liberation, which affords him these occasions for albeit limited aesthetic contemplation, she becomes a more benign figure of the femme fatale.
The uncertainty which clings to Albertine as love object in the protagonist’s mind and memory finds a parallel in his engagement with the pianola rolls she interprets for him. Peter Dayan openly states his own preference for focussing on ‘the resistance of music to criticism’ (Dayan, 2011: 52), and affirms that:
Music cannot reach us as sound alone. It must affect us as something more than music, something other than music, in a way that we can only describe by analogy with language or with images; almost as if it were doing things that only words or paintings ought to be able to do. But that same logic also suggests that our efforts to pin down the means by which it does so must always remain frustrated, frustrating, and inadequate. (Dayan, 2011: 52)
In setting out confidently to become familiar with and thereby appropriate the structure and substance of the music Albertine plays, the protagonist may be regarded as displaying the same naivety towards that performed pianola music at this point in his life as he does towards Albertine  — he is privileging semantike over phone, to use the terms of Adriana Cavarero’s research on the philosophy of vocal expression, and thereby reducing the heard music to ‘a mere sonorous vehicle, an audible sign’ which he must figure out (Cavarero, 2005: 7). Once he has grasped the overall form of the piece of music, Albertine’s active, performing body derails his thoughts about the music as he digresses into speculations about her inner life and sexual experiences. 
	If love is, according to the Narrator, ‘l’espace et le temps rendus sensibles au coeur’ (Proust, III: 887), then musical performances by beloved, elusive objects of sexual desire seem to make the listening protagonist more forcefully conscious of that beloved’s inaccessibility and also, of the inadequacy of language  —  and vision  —  for communication with him or her; whereas music provides some pre-linguistic immediacy for him, and for Charlus. For example, throughout his relationship with Albertine, language both spoken and written often fails the protagonist as an effective means of communication in their shared present (her stony face; the photo misunderstanding; his lying letters; insincere photo inscription; her lies). Peter Dayan notes the fragile constitution of our experience of music (Dayan 2006: 87-88); yet in Proust’s copious novel, it is still superior to language as a means successfully to convey emotion and essential certainties. For all the supposed essential semantic truth of the message conveyed by the music she plays, the angelic Albertine is a resolutely flesh-and-blood girl, suddenly endowed with a restricted but nonetheless disconcerting ability to demonstrate music’s power to move a listener, not through the marks on a score or a pianola roll, but through physical engagement with and performance of the ideas those marks represent. 
	The most pertinent reference linking these ideas of art, sexuality, angels, agency and performance is once again found in relation to Vinteuil: listening to the septet, the Narrator recognises Mlle Vinteuil’s lesbian lover’s importance, in spite of the pain her sexual and personal life has caused him due to his jealous belief that Albertine knows these two women, and his efforts to keep her away from them. He sees the lesbian lover as having rediscovered ‘l’espérance mystique de l’ange écarlate du matin’ (Proust, III: 767) through her prolonged struggle with the deceased composer’s papers. This description of hopeful morning as scarlet angel suggests the possible immortality of all art that continues to be read, performed, contemplated. 
	Yet no art can be enjoyed unless preserved in decipherable form. This is Mlle Vinteuil’s lover’s gift: to have transcribed and so safeguarded Vinteuil’s work. Left to the repressed Vinteuil, what the Narrator calls his ‘indéchiffrables notations’ (Proust, III: 765), his ‘grimoire’ (Proust, III: 766), might never have been played and thus shared.​[14]​ The seemingly sadistic lesbian of the beginning of the novel shows a less diabolical face in the end and Vinteuil’s daughter’s socially-condemned sexuality becomes central to the infinite glory of his creative success; the winged angels in the Arena chapel at Padua, looping-the-loop through the azure sky like so many trainee pilots (Proust, IV: 227), are imbued with a joyful but practical dynamism that also characterises the energetic labours of the lesbian lover, and of Charlus at the piano and Albertine at the pianola: the narrator is struck by the winged angels’ ‘action effective, littéralement réelle’ which reminds him of the gestures of Giotto’s Charity and Envy (Proust, IV: 227), and which mirrors the lesbian lover’s ‘labeur’ (Proust, III: 767) over the music manuscripts, as well as Albertine’s engagement with the pianola and its rolls of music.​[15]​ In Proust’s novel, Vinteuil’s music is ‘closely interwoven with the theme of sexuality’ (Carter, 1992: 139), and homosexuality is privileged over heterosexual relationships in the representation of the protagonist’s apprenticeship to signs (Deleuze, 1964: 14). Indeed, in Proust’s Lesbianism, Elisabeth Ladenson stresses the view that lesbians are the only characters in the novel who achieve a plenitude of reciprocated desire (Ladenson, 1999). Certainly no such satisfaction attends any other kind of sexual relationship in the novel. Observing and learning from the sexual and amorous relationships of the people he frequents allows the protagonist to grasp the indiscriminate power of love and desire to disrupt social lives, disturb the seemingly rigid social order, and bring individuals into intense, potentially creative communication with another or others, but also, perhaps most fruitfully, with him- or herself. The pleasures and sufferings of obsessive love keep the cycle of artistic creativity in motion.
The transition from marks on paper  —  whether the holes punctured in a pianola roll, or the musical score which surrounds them  —  to the listener is crucial, and specific in its effects. Musical instruments, machines, and scores as wielded by characters in Proust’s novel seem to be a fitting means fleetingly to point up the bonds between sexuality and art, and the hard physical labour required to make art, whether by creating it in the first place, by preserving it in the case of Vinteuil, or by performing it. The messages contained in the marks on paper require a performing body in order to be conveyed, and episodes in Proust’s novel where characters are swayed by sexual desire show them using music to perform and communicate it. The inhibited Vinteuil refuses to perform his music (Proust: I, 111-12), while Charlus manages to exploit all the expressive power of Fauré’s sonata. Pianos, violins, pianolas, and audiences await the skilled touch of loving performers. Albertine as the protagonist’s ‘bête sauvage domestiquée’ (Proust, III: 884) is endowed by the mechanical pianola with a limited creative agency which suffices to free her from the space of his room and so stimulates his sexual jealousy, even as he appreciates the structure and beauty of the works of art she draws out of the punctured rolls of pianola paper. Music must be performed and listened to, Proust tells us, and books must be read. Only through such physical engagements with creative artworks can the truths they contain be passed on, and their creators brought back to passionate life.
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^1	  The most important of these works are Nattiez (1984), Milly (1975), Costil (1958 and 1959), Matoré and Mecz (1972). .
^2	  His machinations at the luxury brothel at Maineville and his manipulative letters are examples of Charlus’s less happy efforts to control and communicate with Morel.
^3	  In Marcel Proust in Context, Julian Johnson affirms that ‘there is probably little more of interest left to say on the undoubted importance of Wagner […] within À la recherche’ (Johnson, 2013: 90).
^4	  For discussion of the role of photography in Proust’s novel, see Haustein (2012) and Larkin (2011).
^5	  Marie Miguet observes that ‘sans le savoir, ni le vouloir, Albertine est associée à une découverte de son amant: celle de la musique. Même si elle joue avec maladresse la sonate de Vinteuil, Albertine confère à cette musique, aux yeux du Narrateur, un charme particulier. […] L’interprète maladroite est un moment la voie vers l’ange inaccessible et jamais possedé: celui de la musique elle-même’ (Miguet, 1971: 1173).
^6	  Albertine playing Vinteuil leads him to conclude that ‘cette qualité inconnue d’un monde unique et qu’aucun autre musicien nous avait jamais fait voir, peut-être était-ce en cela […] qu’est la preuve la plus authentique du génie, bien plus que le contenu de l’œuvre lui-même’ (Proust, III: 877).
^7	  Another potential source for this reference lies in advertising: the images disseminated by the Aeolian pianola company, which dominated the market in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The company name evokes classical mythology, and its advertisements often featured women dressed as Greek statues, or in sumptuous evening dress. William C. Carter notes that Proust owned an Aeolian pianola (Carter, 1992: 37).
^8	  Marie Miguet observes that: ‘[…] Les plus beaux textes de La Prisonnière où Proust essaie d’analyser l’essence de la musique, ont recours à l’image de l’ange, et celle-ci semble alors s’imposer au lecteur avec nécessité. La Musique […] refuse les facilités du “langage parlé ou écrit”, comme l’ange refuse l’incarnation. Il y a le même rapport entre l’ange et l’homme qu’entre la musique et le langage’ (Miguet, 1971: 1173).
^9	  Marie Miguet notes that, ‘cette dernière phrase et l’emploi du mot ‘péri’ nous montrent que la féerie proustienne est parfois composite. Ici légende persane, ailleurs mythologie gréco-latine, et théologie judéo-chrétienne prêtent simultanément au romancier les ressources de leur merveilleux’ (Miguet 1971: 1169).
^10	  A further likely intertextual reference here is Mallarmé’s 1865 poem ‘Sainte’. This scene is discussed in detail in chapter six of Carter (1992).
^11	  For a detailed analysis of bicycles and automobiles in Proust’s novel, see Barathieu (2002: 125-43).
^12	  ‘Impressions de route en automobile’ (Proust, 1999: 252-53). For a detailed analysis of the links between this article and Proust’s novel, see (Carter, 1992: 138-48).
^13	  For detailed analysis of Albertine’s homosexual relationships, see Ladenson (1999).
^14	  The role of Mlle Vinteuil’s lover as decipherer of Vinteuil’s scores is discussed in detail in Watt (2009: 83-87).
^15	  Carter notes that ‘the airplane is the dominant symbol in Proust’s vertical imagery describing the ascent of the creative person. The association of the aviator with Agostinelli may have been unavoidable, given what we know of Proust’s personal life, but it is entirely coincidental to the symbolic intent of the novel. Proust would still have used the airplane as the dominant symbol of the creative artist had he never met Agostinelli. Albertine fulfils exactly the same role of handmaiden in relation to art as did Agostinelli in Proust’s life. Albertine cranks the pianola for the Narrator just as Agostinelli drove the car through Brittany and Normandy and, most likely, pedaled the pianola for Proust, but she in no way represents the creative person’ (Carter, 1992: 176).
